An Efficient Approach and Procedure to Solve Customer Complaints based on Combined Rasterization of Geography Information System
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Abstract

To solve customer complaints better for some telecommunication enterprises, a new method through combined rasterization of Geography Information System (GIS) is presented in this paper. By the combined rasterization of surface features and landforms, the historical customer complaints and the real-time state of network will be utilized to handle new complaints simultaneously. Also, an innovative process to handle complaints is proposed, too. The utilization of method and process will shorten the time of processing routine complaints. The experimental results show that the efficiency to process customer complaints will be improved greatly and the operation expenditure on customer services for telecommunication operators will be also decreased than before.
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1. Introduction

With the development of communication technologies and application of mobile services, the customers’ requirement to mobile communication is increasing gradually. Meantime, the number and kinds of different services will be richer than before. For telecommunication operators, higher service level will be required to provide all the customers. It is always the concern for many first class operators, e.g. AT&T, Verizon, Vodafone, China Mobile, how to handle customer complaints more efficiently, reduce the customer loss and improve the quality of customer services. To some extent, this is the best expression of corporate social responsibility, too [1, 2].

To support the development of voice services and value-added services, To do so, an old question puzzled telecommunication operators continuously that the new complaints occurs with the network construction every time. We never deny that center of customer services will play an important role in the inner organization, which can promote the social image of enterprises and satisfaction of customers. That word, “Customer is First”, is absolutely right. As a customer, if his complaint is solved by customer service calls directly, then other services of the company will be utilized and his loyalty to the company will be built easily [3-5].

Generally speaking, the aim to center of customer services for an enterprise is the efficiency and quality to solve customer complaints; for telecommunication operators, a uniform center of customer services is necessary, because kinds of complaints emerge with the development of services frequently. More importantly, the ratio of network quality to the total number of complaints is higher, it is required to build up a well-organized procedure, which will standardized complaints process through series of standard steps. As the process sketch shown in Figure 1, when a new complaint occurs, firstly, the complaint will be categorized based on the described content; secondly, complaints related to network quality will be pre-processed by the knowledge and experience, i.e., if the complaint can be solved, then the corresponding result will be given to the customer without the participation of department of background support; thirdly, when the complaint cannot be handled immediately, it will be transfered to the...
The process to handle customer complaints for telecommunication operators is mainly implemented based on the key word described by customers; however, it is obvious that there are many disadvantages in this process, especially for complaints related to kinds of network quality, such as weak network coverage, call drop rate of different areas, traffic congestion rate etc. [9-11]. The integration of current network information, performance index of historical network quality and historical customer complaints based on Geography Information System (GIS) will improve the efficiency and quality of complaints processing greatly. An innovative approach and procedure to handle customer complaints of network quality based on combined rasterization of GIS, which can promote the location efficiency of new complaints and make the same kind of rasters merged, historical and current network information utilized fully.

2. Research Method

As mentioned above, it is difficult to handle customer complaints relying on key words query from knowledge database for employees from center of customer service, which will
increase the time span to solve customer complaints and cannot satisfy customers’ requirement directly. In addition, landforms of regional maps cannot be utilized fully in the method of conventional rasterization [12]; on one hand, there exists different performance index of network quality and landforms in one raster, on the other hand, there may exist the same performance index and landforms in different raster, which causes the inaccuracy of historical complaints acquired from rasters and cannot support customer complaints processing effectively [13-16]. In this section, a new method of rasterization based on GIS and correlation between rasterization and performance index of network quality will be detailed.

The total procedure to handle customer complaints based on combined rasterization and correlation of historical complaints and performance index of network quality is described in Figure 2, in which some key models, such as conventional rasterization, combined rasterization, correlation analysis etc, are listed in the flow chart. Then, combined rasterization and correlation analysis based on historical complaints and performance index of network quality will be expressed in detail respectively [17].

2.1. New Method of Rasterization
The new method of combined rasterization is carried out on the basis of conventional rasterization. The operable steps in Figure 3 are detailed as follows:

Step 1: a fixed range is chosen and set as the length to divide the whole map into regular rasters, then fundamental and square rasters can be obtained with the fixed range by GIS software, like ArcGIS or MapGIS.

Step 2: each raster will be labelled by the property of landform and surface feature in this step. The fundamental rasters are classified into different types based on landform information, such as mountains, rivers and forests etc, then the rasters with the same type landform will be subdivided combined with culture feature, like residential area, street, green area, shopping centre etc.

Step 3: the labelled rasters from Step 1 and Step 2 will be merged according to the neighbourhood type, in which irregular rasters can be calculated.

Step 4: the irregular rasters will be subdivided on the basis of network coverage further to irregular region rasters, which can build up the ability to locate the position of customer complaints precisely and extract historical complaints information from rasters accurately.

2.2. Correlation Analysis between Rasterization and Performance Index of Network Quality
The correlation analysis based on rasters from the combined rasterization and running state of network expressed by performance index is implemented. To do so, the location efficiency and precision of complaints based on rasters of GIS can be enhanced than ever, which will be proved by the experimental results in Section 3. The operable steps in Figure 4 are listed as follows:

Step 1: the raster corresponding to the description of new complaints will be located, from which historical complaints will be extracted and then these historical complaints are to be combined with performance index of network quality when historical complaints happened dynamically.

Step 2: current performance index of network quality in the located raster above will be matched with the running state of network when historical complaints happened, then an array of historical complaints close to the running state of network when the new complaints happen can be obtained.

Step 3: the explanation to obtained historical complaints will be the reference to new customer complaints, which can be utilized by employees from center of customer service directly; if historical complaints cannot be obtained, then the complaints will be transferred to the background support.

3. Results and Analysis
In this section, the algorithms to implement the combined rasterization and correlation analysis between historical complaints, running state of network and current network performance index and the simulation results will be given together.
It should be noticed that all service information and statistical data cited here are provided by Heilongjiang Co., Ltd. of China Mobile Communication Corporations. As we all know, in addition to basic voice service, many value-added services become the new profit source for telecommunication operator. For any operator, customer service number plays double role on the complaints and consultation for customers. In Table 1, in which the data are chosen randomly from one week of June in 2011, it can be seen that top seven services close to network quality directly are voice service, WLAN service, GPRS service, etc and the number of complaints (NoC) is beyond the number of complaints handled directly (NoC-HD), which also means that much workload will be transferred to the background support. To satisfy the requirement of complaints for different customers, an efficient process to handle customer complaints should be set up.

The algorithms of positioning and merging rasters with the same type and correlation analysis based on historical complaints, historical performance index and current performance index of network quality are shown in Figure 5 and 6, which are given by Python Script Language and pseudocode with C Language, respectively. In this section, the statistical data are sampled from the database of Supporting System of Customer Complaints from January to December in 2012.

3.1. Comparison of New Combined Rasterization to the Conventional One

In contrast to conventional rasterization of GIS, in which the whole map will be divided into many square rasters with fixed length automatically and the relationship between landform and performance index of network quality cannot be utilized fully, the combined rasterization will increase the precision of locating the customer complaints considering the landform and surface features and improve the efficiency greatly.

![Figure 3. Calculation of Irregular Polygon Rasters based on GIS](image3)

![Figure 4. Correlation Analysis between Historical Complaints and Running State of Network](image4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The Types of Services Close to Network Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voice service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRS service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile newspaper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackberry mailbox</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short message service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile securities service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It should be pointed out that the precision of locating customer complaints amounts to 94.35% for voice service and 95.22% for WLAN service in Figure 7, in which the precision means not only the geographical position, but also the precision related to the running state of network and it also shows that employees from center of customer service can locate the place where customer complaints happened easily and conveniently through the combined rasterization.

In Figure 8, the contrast of consuming time based on the combined rasterization and key words query according to the information described by customers is shown. We can see that consuming time to locate the position of customer complaints in contrast to key words query by adopting the approach of combined rasterization, especially for Blackberry mailbox service, its average consuming time decreases from 15.29 seconds to 5.28 seconds.

3.2. Results of Customer Complaints Handled Directly

Experimental results show that the efficiency to handle customer complaints based on combined rasterization of GIS is highly improved. Which includes voice service, GPRS service,
WLAN service and short message service mainly. It can be seen that the highest ratio of NoC-HD to NoC is 75.95%, 64.13%, 84.32% and 81.44% in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively. Moreover, the average ratio of NoC-HD to NoC in Figure 11 is from 66.80% to 84.32%, which also shows that many customer complaints of WLAN service can be handled directly than other services.

Based on the experimental results, if the approach presented in this paper will be applied to Supporting System of Customer Complaints for a telecommunication operator, then the efficiency to solve customer complaints will be increased, which decrease some unnecessary workload from center of customer service to department of network maintenance and routine operation expenditure.

4. Conclusion

A new combined rasterization on the basis of conventional rasterization and procedure to handle customer complaints is proposed in this paper, which can be adopted to handle customer services by any telecommunication operator. When new complaints happen, historical complaints can be extracted from the located raster and combined with performance index of...
network quality when these historical complaints happened, and then the optional historical complaints set with network running state and complaints description will be obtained. Historical complaints close to current network running state will be drawn through matching with elements of the set, and the explanation according to the key words of complaints content described by customers will be given to customers. As the experimental results show, the efficiency of location and solution to new complaints will be higher than ever; simultaneously, this scheme expounded in this paper will help telecommunication operators to decrease some unnecessary interactive links from center of customer service to the background support, cut down the operation expenditure on the training of employees from center of customer service.
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